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(Part 5: Where Is the Poison?) 

5 Clinging To the Abhorrible / Further Questions for Dhira Govinda 

 IS YOUR RESPONSE THE BASIS FOR A NEW P-CON LAWSUIT? 1 

 NO MATTER WHAT YOU SAY...  IT IS WRONG! 2 

 IT DOES NOT BECOME YOU! 4 

 YOU SHARE THE REPUTATION OF THE COMPANY YOU KEEP 5 

 DOING WHAT IS RIGHT OR DOING WHAT IS EASY? 6 

 VALID CRITIQUE OR JUST DAMAGE CONTROL? 7 
 

 Is Your Response the Basis for a New P-Con Lawsuit? 
Any future attempt to file another court case strikes me as further symptoms of emotion prevailing 

over intelligence.  If our exchange goes public, most of the Pro P-Con people would embrace your opin-

ions like mana from heaven regardless of how I reply.  They will continue in their ignorance based on 

your “personal opinions” alone while others who are busy engaged in important preaching work have 

already put this issues way behind them!  Going public is a high-risk proposal but if we go that way, I 

will be quite interested to learn how others can explain where it is that I have failed to presented a credi-

ble analysis of the P-Con controversy.  I would think you too would be equally interested to see how your 

opinions would be received by the open community.  

The GBC’s hesitancy to formally acknowledge my book may be explained for any number of reasons 

that we can only guess about.  But many esteemed associates have contacted me personally to say how 

thankful they are that all of Nico’s cheating has finally been fully exposed after 20 years of his bravado.  

As far as a GBC acknowledgement… I consider their lack of action to be at least partially due to internal 

bickering, short-sided laziness, personal agendas, and the usual clash of political strategies.  It could also 

be because the book and movie have already been so successful in rubbing out this nonsense, nothing fur-

ther needs to be said.  (Especially considering how likely the usual ISKCON-Bashers will then interpret 

that to be evidence of collusion with me and use that as their excuse to dismiss the book altogether!).  

The usual level of indifference, incompetence, or inattentiveness that the GBC is known for is irrele-

vant in regards to evaluating the content of DECEPTION.  Yes, they can really mess up with a lot of the 

day-to-day stuff which might take generations to clean up.… but, again, that does not make them all devi-

ous crooks or murderers.  It is a lot of work to run an international, revolutionary, start-up religious move-

ment introduced at the dawn of Kali Yuga.   Some GBCs may have serious personal issues that should 

disqualify them from the GBC, but that is a different focus and not evidence of murder as the P-Con al-

leges.  To condemn the entire ISKCON leadership for an unproven crime is bigotry and unbecoming of 

any civilized individual, what to speak of a pensive Vaishnava.   Taking our positions to the public forum 

will give us both an opportunity to offer our viewpoints on a level playing field.  After DECEPTION came 

out,  those supporting the Prabhupadanuga website proved how supercilious they were by publishing an 

article with the absurd attention-getting reactionary title: “The Day William Roberts (mayesvara) Poi-

soned Srila Prabhupada” (March 9th, 2020 by Prabhupada News https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?p=51107)  I 

KEYS: For origin of comments in this dialogue.  

Black = mayesvara dasa commentary 
Sky Blue = Scriptural & other documented evidence.  
Small Dark Blue = URL links to supportive external sources 

Green = Dhira Govinda & other P-Con propaganda  
(Like: Kill Guru Become Guru (KGBG)) 

https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?author=1
https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?p=51107
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The Day William Roberts (Mayesvara) Poisoned Srila Prabhupada 

9. March 2020 by Prabhupada News  https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?p=51107 

28. July 2020 at 6:23 pm webmaster says:  

By commenting here for more than three months, the author of “Deception” (William Roberts-
Mayesvara) demonstrated an example of what can be expected in his book.  Exactly as writ-
ten in article foreword: 

“Mostly he (Mayesvara) makes up things which are out of the blue, or he twists things 
around, or just doesn’t get things right.“ 

By opposing Srila Prabhupadas direct statement recorded on tape, he (Mayesvara) is indeed an 
accomplice in the poisoning of Srila Prabhupada, by falsifying the truth and protecting the poi-
soned.” 

I responded to their ridiculously uninformed, and misleading statements for several weeks and all they 

were capable of doing was to repeat the same anachronistic allegations that I rationally explained could 

not possibly have occurred.  They were so incapable of addressing the new content I presented that the 

webmaster had to do damage control and terminate the exchange by posting the last dastardly word:  

“Mostly he (Mayesvara) makes up things which are out of the blue, or he twists things 
around, or just doesn’t get things right.”   

This response is vague, unprofessional, and absurd because it does not say what it is that they allege I 

made up!  I would be very curious to know just what it is they are referring to I was in Harrisburg, Penn-

sylvania with Radha Damodara/NY Temple since the spring of 1976 and did not leave for India until Jan-

uary 1978.  So this is obviously a slur intended to suggest that I was somehow a distant influential accom-

plice.  Wow!  Who in their right mind would think I had such a powerful influence over the GBC in 1977 

when I was such a young and unknow new member of the Hare Krishna movement?  No aspect of the P-

Con is based on reason… it is ALL about emotion.  I specifically disclosed in the opening chapter of DE-

CEPTION that I was not paid to write the book but it does not matter because those behind the P-Con re-

fuse to read it, despite their sham about claiming to want to know the truth.  Your recent critique suffers 

from the same type of vague dispersions.  What evidence will you accept if you are openly admitting that 

my book might be able to convince a court… but not you?  It appears that you have built a subliminal 

roadblock to protect yourself from having to deal with what is really going on inside you. 

 

 No Matter What You Say...  It is Wrong! 
Some are so shallow that after they cannot find adequate responses to the points I raise, they just come 

right out and tell me: “I don’t care what you say, you will never change my mind.”  If subconsciously that 

is your mood, then there is no reason to continue this dialogue.  These are the type of people others will 

consider to be your associates unless you are willing to distance yourself from them.  Forgive me if what I 

am sharing here sounds harsh:  If you are not willing to let go of the conditioning that clouds your ability 

to see how the whole P-Con was a spiteful fraud, then how appropriate is it for you to be in the role of 

coaching others how they can grow past their own conflicted past? i.e “Doctor heal thyself.” 

It seems you are in a similar situation that Vibhishan was in when his brother Ravana got increasingly 

more bizarre, demoniac, and self-destructive.  Instead of tolerating his brothers’ selfish choices, 

Vibhishana renounced him to join Rama and that decision now stands in history as a very wise and great 

move on his part.  Perhaps you assumed a similar line of reasoning when you originally broke away from 

the GBC?  However, by now you should be able to see that every large international religious movement 

has conflicts that bubble-up and are not so easy to resolve.  That is quite different from the intentional 

malice of questionably stable individuals, willing to make a serious allegation like murder, based on noth-

ing more than frustration, revenge and/or pure contempt.  

Taking our exchange public would invite the valuable commentary of the “sadhus,” the third element 

essential for guiding us towards the truth.  (Assuming the are willing to take the time to read this 

https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?author=1
https://www.prabhupadanugas.eu/news/?p=51107#comment-60612
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exchange which I suspect many will not do because they don’e need my help to realize how contrived 

the P-Con is!) 

Going public  is the right thing to do if you are legitimately uncertain about which side of the P-Con 

fence is closer to the reality of what happened.  I believe this is a reasonable proposal because you 

wrote a 7-page endorsement for the KGBG (p22-29) compilation and have become the hood ornament 

for those who promoted the rumor.  The unfortunate aspect of going public is that doing so could seri-

ously complicate your opportunity to cooperate with ISKCON even further if you eventually realize at 

some time in the future how important co-operation was towards pleasing Srila Prabhupada.   

 

That is what I find most disturbing about your response.  You are entitled to hold your own view-

points… but even Ravana’s son, Indrajit realized towards the end how mistaken he was in underestimat-

ing Rama and he had the integrity to admitted it to his father.  Yet he had his own destiny to fulfill, and 

still chose to go out to battle against Rama out of respect for his father when Ravana would not surrender 

knowing that he would perish because of that decision.  

I am no Rama by any means… so perhaps that is a bad analogy… but it brings tears to me when I 

learn how you are so deceived by the sleezy and very immature propaganda that Nico generated.  It am 

astonished to learn that you prefer to cling to the abhorrible possibility that devotees, who dedicated their 

whole life to please Prabhupada, would later commit the ultimate act of rebellion by murdering that same 

person in the most cowardly way!   Every testimony included in the Appendix of DECEPTION emphati-

cally concurs that to believe this is to be really lost in maya!  Many who personally witnessed the end 

knew both the foibles and blessings of the accused very well.  Yet, you find Nico’s insidious propaganda 
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more credible than those who gave so many years of extraordinary service to Srila Prabhupada?  By No-

vember 1977, Nico had already become so lasciviously entangled with Robin George and the $16 million 

lawsuit filed against ISKCON, he had to be removed against his will as the temple president in Louisiana.  

Judge Jackman said in his 20 years behind the bench he never observed a witness who was so transpar-

ently dishonest then Nico!  His reputation became so terrible that many of those whom he had exploited 

built a website to warn others of his dirty deals, cheating, lying, and other extremely ugly behaviors.  Yet 

you are still inclined to believe him and not someone as extraordinary as Bhakti Charu Swami?  That re-

flects something very serious adrift inside you that is extremely unsettling!  

 

 It Does Not Become You! 
“O conqueror of miscommunication have you heard this with an attentive mind? And are your ignorance and illusions now dis-

pelled?” – ( No disrespect to Bg.18.72 intended.) 

Your recent letter does not become you.   You are far more intelligent than the total lack of reasoning 

reflected in your letter.  Now we face this juncture.  You have been so outspoken, it seems the only proper 

ethical thing for you to do is either reverse your position, or continue to defend it where everyone can 

benefit from watching you attempt to do that.  Unfortunately, the second alternative could burn all the 

possible bridges that might otherwise draw you up if you can see how you got entangled in something 

very ugly and bizarre.  That need not happen.   Yet we all are called to do what we are destined to do even 

if it means death on the battlefield like Indrajit.  He knew what would happen when he faced off with 

Ram on the last occasion but he made an informed decision knowing he was ethically wrong and it would 

cost him his life.  

I must confess that I do not know if I am more heartbroken, or stunned, by the contents of your letter.  

It is like having great admiration for your father only to later grow up and discover, that he earned his 

livelihood exploiting young women to make pornographic movies.   You are so capable and intelligent 

Dhira Govinda, which is why I appreciate your sober willingness to respond, but I am very disappointed 

by your weak, and vacuous presentation.   You said you read my book from cover to cover, but are you 

intentionally overlooking all the material that destroys the so-called whisper evidence and Dr. Morris’s 

research?    I agree Dr. Morris had no malicious intent… but he was strictly under Nico’s thumb, who had 

his own agenda.  Morris got paid nothing, but his motive was to see what his newly built, state-of-the-art 

Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) process could do as far as measuring tiny pieces of hair.   His lab had 

never tried the NAA process on hair samples before Nico approached him, and this is another fact that 

Nico knowingly misrepresented.  

The NAA process was the ONLY tool capable of testing such small samples of hair, and the world 

class toxicologist from South India Dr. Pillay specifically testified that it was unconventional to use that 

process.  It is possible Dr. Morris was the first researcher to do what he did, which was another payoff for 

him to indulge in Nico’s witch-hunt.  Also, Dr. Pillay testified that no credentialed toxicologist would ac-

cept his results without a double-blind test confirming what Dr. Morris reported.  Yet this was impossible 

because the hair samples were destroyed, which is also very suspicious considering that one of the biggest 

advantages of using the NAA process is it does NOT destroy the sample.  DECEPTION provides a lot of 

evidence exposing how contrived both the whispers and the Cadmium allegations are.  What compells 

you to perpetuate Nico’s nonsense at the cost of ignoring all of these important facts?   

There can only be so many explanations for you to keep doing this and that is what is so disheartening 

about your last correspondence.  You are smart enough to realize how messed up the P-Con is.   Dr. Mor-

ris specifically reminded Nico to NOT eliminate the possibility of external contamination to the hair sam-

ples.  but Nico specifically stated the opposite.  Unlike many of the eccentrics who keep holding on to all 

this nonsense, you do have the acumen to understand this point.  That is why I am compelled to respect-

fully ask why you choose to ignore these facts and instead just echo Nico’s irrational reasoning?  Remem-

ber he is also the one who proudly published how much he appreciates the work of the Harry Barns, the 

defunct historian who successfully kickstarted the Holocaust denial rumors!   
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 You Share the Reputation of the Company you Keep 
Why does Nico support Harry Barns historical madness and what keeps you from loudly denouncing 

crazy propaganda like this?  How can promoting a completely fabricated historic revision of Srila Prab-

hupadas departure be rationalized to further glorify him?  Since when is it better to support a lie than to 

tell the truth?  That is a very important question considering how emphatically Nico states the hair sam-

ples could not have been contaminated, which is just the opposite of what Dr. Morris testified!   How can 

anyone, particularly like yourself with a reputation for being a trusted counselor, rely on anything Nico 

says as correct, especially considering how many places where I exposed how he intentionally misrepre-

sented the facts?   Hanging it all on your personal speculations regarding a very controversial conversa-

tion Srila Prabhupada had, strikes me as a feeble and unconvincing alternative for not having to disclose 

more deeply what it is that prevents you from doing the right thing.  

In the end… everyone will decide for themself just what it was that Srila Prabhupada was really com-

municating.  This is an important point because, as you know, people are very good about rationalizing 

the blind spots they are incapable of seeing and are unwilling to consider.  Some are literally so convinced 

of their interpretations of what Srila Prabhupada said that they will go as far as to create websites proving 

only how sick their distorted minds can get.  Here is a site where the webmaster is filed with so much 

confusion and hatred that in HIS opinion, Prabhupada did not believe the Holocaust ever happened! 

(https://truth.prabhupada.org.uk/)  We both know that, due to conditioning, someone who claims to discover the truth 

can twist facts and scripture to support whatever they want to believe.  That is why we need a healthy net-

work of clear-headed sadhus, Vedic scriptures, and a spiritual master to prevent us from the ubiquitous 

self-deception commonly referred to as denial.  What is unfolding here is as absurd as the deranged indi-

vidual portrayed in the Hollywood movie called Denial.  Perhaps you could benefit from watching it?  

Trailer to “Denial” movie.  A true story about Holocaust Denial 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suT3vcz9E6A 

Believing that Srila Prabhupada was accusing his own most trusted disciples of malicious poisoning 

also requires the additional responsibility of rationally explaining a whole lot of other important related 

questions, which, so far, the supporters of the P-Con have been woefully incapable of doing.  Sidestep-

ping that part of the discussion is unfair to the accused who, according to modern jurisprudence, must be 

accepted as innocent until proven guilty.  Therefore, no court would take this type of reckless finger-

pointing seriously.  That is why most objective individuals completely reject the allegations of the P-Con, 

because there is no plausible explanation how it could have ever happened as alleged.  

https://truth.prabhupada.org.uk/
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After looking at everything Nico did, one can only conclude that his campaign is not for the truth, but 

for a lynching.  Dr. Pillay, is a world recognized, credentialed toxicologists in India, and he was careful 

to speak very professionally, but, in the end, he ultimately came to that same conclusion, although he did 

not say it so bluntly.  I believe the disciples of Srila Prabhupada deserve to have the same type of stand-

ards of evidence that anyone else in this country is entitled to when they are accused of any misbehavior, 

especially with an allocation of something as serious as murder of their own spiritual master!   If some are 

so convinced about the P-Con that they are again preparing to file another lawsuit in India, then our pub-

lic discussion on the Akinchana website would be a current event and of interest to everyone.  

Reluctantly, I feel another attempt to file a lawsuit would be a good exercise for those foolish enough 

to fund such a futile effort to expose a P-Con coverup in ISKCON that never happened.  Bring it on for a 

2nd round and I will gladly assist council on behalf of the defendants.  Some learn by hearing.  Some 

learn by discovering on their own.  But fools never learn.  This was attempted in 2003, and it went no-

where.  Still, some are so invested in trying to prove something that did not happen that they might wager 

more large sums of laxmi to keep trying to force their agenda.  This is a shame when that laxmi could be 

more properly engaged if it showing up on the sankirtan report instead of the accounts receivable for 

some agenda driven attorneys.  Spending to initiate reckless legal actions was repeatedly scorned by Srila 

Prabhupada so any further actions by the P-Con advocates exposes just how conflicted anyone who does 

that really are.  

All there is at the core of this vicious rumor is hearsay, conjecture, scabby allegations, a whole lot of 

unchecked emotion and numerous examples of fraud.  It is all been intentionally worded to stir up public 

indignation and it is all based on a skewed presentation of ambiguous incidents.  For example: 

7.2.2 HDG Note 1: All Concur, HDG Did NOT Say It! 

The agenda driven T-Com needs everyone to accept their contrived embellishments on what Srila Prabhupada 

said to keep their ruse alive.  Here we discover something quite revealing.  The T-Com admits that His Divine 

Grace, did not say he was being poisoned and they just made that quote up! 

“He never said, ‘.... They have poisoned me.’ It is we (investigating)(1) with facts(2) and hind-
sight who see it as a cabal at work.(3)” -Judge For Yourself p. 70  

(1) Those who are investigating are the reliably incompetent agenda driven Truth Committee. 

 (2) Not very many facts involved here but a whole lot of bitterness, resentment, suspicion, speculation, 

contempt, anger, and hurt etc.  

 (3) They look for what they want and if it is not there they just make it up!  (atmavan manyate jagat) 

 

 Doing What is Right or Doing what Is Easy? 
It is easier to keep the door open for this frivolous ploy then it is to consider the whole picture--- the 

way a real court and jury would.  The average person is more inclined to do the easier thing than the right 

thing.  That is why ISKCON-Bashers have been able to get so much traction from the rationally chal-

lenged.  Is that your concept of personal integrity?  

It is un-Vaishnava- like to make such a serious accusation as murder based on what you have right-

fully admitted is just your OPINION based only on one very controversial statement by his Divine Grace 

that ignores all the other evidence.  I believe the accused devotees deserve at least the same jurisprudence 

any person is entitled to in a formal courtroom but apparently you prefer trial by lynch mob?  Ironically 

this will never show up in a courtroom because there is not enough significant evidence to convince a 

prosecuting attorney to take the case!  That lack of evidence is why most devotees are not willing to give 

the P-Con any further consideration or time, including the GBC.  This is not a case of accepting gold from 

a filthy place.  Creating a completely fictitious tale under the ploy of portraying Srila Prabhupada like Je-

sus is not gold.  If it is a lie, it is pig stool.  

I apologize for using strong words, because I know that is a big part of what leads to the breakdown of 

communication and growth.  But it is disingenuous for those who buy into the P-Con lie to accuse my 

work of being offensive after they prematurely accuse others of murder!  That is further evidence of up-

side down, incongruent, and evasive reasoning!  
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There was a great TV show called “Scared Straight,” which was effective in getting kids to rethink the 

prudence of their direction in life.  They took these punk kids to state prisons to meet the inmates who got 

up-close and personal with them.  They gave them a first-hand look of where they will end up if they did 

not reject their current social circles.  Many of these inmates were very big physical guys and they spoke 

using harsh street language to scare the juvenile pride out of these punk kids.  You can think of it as shock 

therapy but it changed the direction of the lives for many of the youth who participated. 

“Compromise and flattery have no effect where strong words are required.” -Perfection of Yoga   

I have always perceived you to be an extraordinarily, capable, and good person but now I feel like 

Vibishan attempting to convince Kumbakarana to walk away from the terrible influence his older brother 

Ravana had on him.   Kumbakarana had the acumen to understand how Ravana’s obsession for Sita 

would lead to the destruction of all Lanka… yet as his younger brother he felt obliged by dharma to sup-

port him anyway.  He faced the same problem Bhishma was in with Duryodhana.    But you do not have 

any compelling reasons to continue to prop up a horribly destructive rumor that no person has yet to rea-

sonably explain could have possibly happened.   What is your pay-off for keeping the door open on this 

terribly destructive rumor? 

“Denial is a classic symptom of unhealthy rage.”  From the movie: EXIT WOUNDS 

At this point it appears your motives are as selfishly delusional as the lady who had her own reasons to 

convince the world she was an illegitimate daughter of Salvador Dali.  

2.2.2.6 PCON-Propaganda Insurance.  

“The renowned surrealist artist Salvador Dali was exhumed thirty years after he was buried simply to get DNA samples.  That 
was necessary because Maria Pilar Able insisted she was his illegitimate daughter.   She convinced the court that the exotic 
artist had an extramarital affair with her mother and the only way it could be proved was to have the famous artists exhumed.  
By the fall of 2017 biological evidence confirmed that "The DNA tests show that Senora Abel was NOT Dali's daughter," The 
courts later ruled that Maria Able had to repay the Salvador Dali Foundation for all the costs they accrued in proving her alle-
gations were imaginary.  It is not confirmed at this time if Senora Able accepted responsivity for the tremendous chaos her 
delusional beliefs caused to so many innocent people. “ 

 

 Valid Critique OR Just Damage Control? 
The fact that you spent so much time critiquing just the title of my book strikes me as a distractive at-

tempt to discredit the whole book.  I can understand how the terms I used may sound insulting to those 

who have invested so much into propping up the P-Con, but we both know that it is the duty of a brahmin 

to call a thief a thief and for that there is no sin.  I certainly have a lot more evidence to call the P-Con a 

Con-job  than anyone has to accuse Tamal Krishna of murder.  So, I am not upset about your comments, 

but pointing out literary flaws in the title, for whatever reason, seems to be clutching at straws.  My poor 

writing skills or lack of sensitivity has absolutely NOTHING to do with how Srila Prabhupada left this 

world.  It feels like you are more willing to tolerate the contempt of those who blindly promote the P-Con 

no matter how absurd their allegations are, than you are to disregard my poor writing skills if they expose 

the injustices caused by this ill-spirited rumor.  That is another mystery for me considering how astute 

and compassionate you are in helping those who attend your seminars to peel off layers of their own trau-

matic false beliefs.   

The question now is how to proceed.  After all this effort I would like to at least share your letter to 

those in my personal locus of influence but it would be more effective, honest and expedient to open our 

exchange up to the general public on Akinchan Gochara.  If you remain un-convinced that the P-Con was 

an ill-spirited horrendous scam, then it seems dastardly to NOT continue exploring this issue in the public 

square----  like dueling kshatriyas willing to stake everything in the pursuit of dharma.  You may take 

your time to consider this carefully, but it seems to me that postponing a response for more than three 

months now would not be a sign of good faith.  

Please give this letter careful thought and let me know your position.  I beg your forgiveness if due to 

my own immaturity, blind spots, ignorance, or presumptions I have unknowingly offended you in some 

https://www.moviequotes.com/s-movie/exit-wounds/
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thought-less way.   Srila Prabhupada is my spiritual master, and I personally knew all the people that have 

been accused of murdering him.  They had their shortcomings, but they were not murderers.  That is why 

I feel compelled to lift this discussion out of the cesspool that Nico created.  If it requires a serious public 

exchange to iron out the mistruths, then I feel it is my dharma to do that the best I can do so.  

"To err is human.  Anyone commits mistake.  There is no doubt about it.  But after committing 
mistake, if I stick to that mistake, that is foolishness. When it is detected that it is mis-
take, you must admit. That is greatness." (Srila Prabhupada Morning Walk, Bhuvanesvara, Feb. 1, 1977) 

I hope this meets you in good health and ongoing memories of The Supreme Personality of Godhead! 

Thank You! 

mayesvara dasa ACBSP 

Who is mayesvara dasa? See: http://jagannatha.com/who-is-mayesvara-dasa-acbsp/ 

Author Of: DECEPTION The 500p. book & 55-minute movie that exposed the Poison Conspiracy 

fraud http://jagannatha.com/library/deception-pcon-t-com/ 

 

End Part Five:  Where Is the Poison? 

Next Episode:  Dhira Govinda Deflects Pivotal Questions…Again  

 DHIRA GOVINDA FEELS COMPLETE! - NOVEMBER 26, 2021 ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT 

DEFINED. 

 IT IS NOT ABOUT YOUR FEELINGS C/O MAYESVARA DASA (DEC 2021) ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT 

DEFINED. 

 BOTH AGREE: IT IS IMPORTANT TO RESOLVE P-CON ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT 

DEFINED. 

 WOUNDED SOULS IS RIGHT TERM FOR THOSE DECEIVED BY P-CON ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT 

DEFINED. 

 QUITTING PREMATURELY? ERROR! BOOKMARK NOT 

DEFINED. 

 IS YOUR RESPONSE THE BASIS FOR A NEW P-CON LAWSUIT? 1 

 NO MATTER WHAT YOU SAY...  IT IS WRONG! 2 

 IT DOES NOT BECOME YOU! 4 

 YOU SHARE THE REPUTATION OF THE COMPANY YOU KEEP 5 

 DOING WHAT IS RIGHT OR DOING WHAT IS EASY? 6 

 VALID CRITIQUE OR JUST DAMAGE CONTROL? 7 
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